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Vol. 40--No. 23 :ceNTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

May 5, 1967

SUB Expansion ,Proposed
Plans for a $2,000,000 SUB
expansion are being finalized,
according to App Legg, SUB
director.
"When culminated, the expan.
sion will more than double SUB
area.," Legg said.
The expansion would include
two ballrooms, music listening

The new building will be er.
rected in the field . directly be·
hind the SUB.
Funds for the structure wilJ

Guest Speaker Claims
"The Right to Dissent"

Jan1es·A. Pike
James A. Pike, ex-Episcopal bishop, will speak in Nicholson
Pavilion, May 12, b~ore interested students and pa.rents.
The controversial Pike who has been accused of heresy
on three separate occasions but cleared each time, will
present his ideas on the "New Morality."

Bishop James A. Pike Speaks
On Topic of 'The New Morality'
James A. Pike, recenUy resigned Episcopal bishop, will
speak May 12, at 8 p.rn. 1n
Nicholson Pa villon.
Pike will address parents and
students on the controversial
subject of "The New Moral·
ity ·"
"There will be no admission
charge," Marc McBride, SGA
executive-vice president stated.
"And I would urge all stu.
dents to bring their parents to
see what our speakers are like,"
he added.
The rejection of "meaning.
less" doctrines such as the Trin·
ity, the . Virgin Birth, and the
Divinity of Jesus is necessary
for the future health of the

facilities, additional meeting
rooms, an enlarged billiards
area, a bowling alley and cafeteria.

Christian Church, according to
Pike.

PIKE RESIGNS
Pike, who has been accused
of heresy on at lea.st threeocca.
sions, but has always been ex.
onerated before the issue :went
to trial, recently submitted his
resignation from his post of
Bishop of the Episcopal Dio.
cese of California, which he had
held since 1958.
Born in Oklahoma City in 1913,
Pike receivedhisA.B.andLL.B.
degrees from the University of
Southern California in 1934 and
1936. In 1938 he received the
J ~ .D. degree from Yale and the
B .D. from Union Theological
(Continued on Page 2)

"The moral dilemma of the pacifist is great and exceeded
only by the moral dilemma of the non-pacifist," Hugh Cum ..
mings of the American Friends Society said in Tuesday's curbstone.
Cummings, speaking on "The Right to Dissent," stated three
areas of concern of the Friends Society. These were, he be.
Ueved, Viet Nam, conscientious objection and the increased
~hallenge of the right to dissent.
"The way to peace, order and justice in Viet Nam is through
negotiation, diplomacy and international action and not through
.the military crushing of all opposition which also crushes the
opportunity for negotiation and
diplomacy," Cummings pointed there is such a thing as a just
war."
outo
He expressed the hope that
"Is not the young man that
the minority· sharing this view.
holds
this belief and feels that
point in America would be able
to persuade the majority to the the Viet Nam war is -an unjust
war also. a conscientious obrightness of this position.
jector," Cummings questioned.
In referring to the "thousands
of young men deeply concerned
Quoting Arthur Schlesinger's
and utterly opposed to the role
a
r t i' c 1 e "McCarthyism Is
of the United States government
Threatening Us Again" Cum.
and its armed forces in Viet
mings expressed his third con.
Nam," he stated that the Seleccern over the increased chaltive Service recognizes only the
lenge of the right to dissent ..
pacifist position, that all wars
are wrong.
Cummings quoted many inci.
This, according to Cummings,
dences of intimidation of people
is not in accordance with most
who had openly disagreed with
religious beliefs in America
the goverm:nent policy in Viet
which say "war is wrong but
Nam.

come from student union fees.
, "There will be -no increase in
charges, though," Legg em·
phasized.
Plans for the proposed new
facility were first drafted in
1964. Members of the SUB Ex·
pansion Committee this _v1:ar are
John Agars, Al Eberhart, Eci
Hartsetin, Wendall Hill, App
Legg, Tim Wing, Paul Bechtal
and Y. T. Witherspoon.
The present student union
building was completed in 1951.
Remodeling was accomplished
during 1961.

State YR's
Elect Lee
To Position
SGA Treasurer Bob !_,ee has
been elected Eastern Vice Chairman of the College Service Commission of the Washington State
Young Republlcars Federation.
Lee will coordinate the activi·
ties of all Young Republican
clubs east of the mountains.
The SG A treasurer was
appointed to his new position
during a recent state conference held in Spokane.
"The main purpose of the
conference was to elect offi·
cers for the Federation,'' Lee
said.
Attending the meeting with Lee
from Central were Austin
Cooper, Cheryl Shmidt, Bruce
Hopkins, Bob Pegg and Margaret McCormich.
"It wili be a time-consuming
job, but worth the effort," Lee
commented. ·

Miss Sweecy Hopefuls
Vying :tc,,..
--~ of Miss Sweecy are (front row from left) Betty ~ery,
Mary Thorson, Beverly Bensoil, April Cline, Ester Bates. Back rowLyn Clifton, Rayma Balle, Linda Hayes, Carol Hunziker, Sharon Bet.
schart, Pam Brook, Sherry Aves, Vicky Heide, Marsha Cutts, Suzanne
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Phillips and Donna Krau.s ~. Judp" L,'' events before the Miss Sweecy
Pageant May 13 _ include a i .' 1 l\ J -.r~ch ~' <Hid a banquet at Sue Lomtard
Wednesday. The annual e' ··ut
'T c .i1:>ured by the SGA and managed
by the Intercollegiate Knights .
·
Photo by Pete Edlund

Spring Drama
Albee's 'Alice;
Runs May 9-13

Anytime Sunday \ , . _
you can speak
.
three minutes
sta tion-to-sta ti on
anywhere in the
continental U.S. for
one dollar or less.
plus tax. Try it.
You'll like it.

Rub Down
Monroe men received back rubs from Anderson cuUes yesterday. massages were given
in exchange for the Monroe chariot. To receive Utle to the vehicle, the gals must provide
two more back rub sessions for anxious Monroe males. Rub downs, lasting 20 minutes,
were given to each Monroe member in their respective rooms. The doors were open.
(Phot.o by Michelle Perrow)

"Tiny Allee'' the all-college
play for spring quarter, ls now
in it's final stages of prepar~
tion for performances May 913 in McConnell Auditorium.
Male lead in the play ls Dale
Westgaard, a junior from Ta,.
coma, who portrays Julian, a lay
brother.
"Julian is confused and doesn't
understand anything until the end
of the play," Westgaard said.
''He fights against God as a
symbol," he added.
The role of Miss Allee ls played by Diane Jackson, senior
from Seattle. Discussing Miss
Allee, Diane describes her as
"sophisticated and beautiful, but
fickle."
Interpretation by the actors ls
an important aspect of the play.
Mr. _ Leinaweaver, assistant
professor of drama and faculty
director for the play, reminded
an actor at one rehersal, "there
are 47 ways to say yest"

More Pike
from One
(Continued from Page 1)
Seminary in 1951.
He was admitted to the Call.
fornia bar in 1936 and has held
positions of attorney, writer and
lecturer. In 1952 he served as
Dean of the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine.
Pike resigned his post of
bishop to join the staff of the
Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, where he is
associated with many other
''controversialists o"
BJSHOP'S PROGRESS
"Look Magazine" described
Pike as "an American Bishop
in search of a space-age God;
the man who has followed such
di verse paths as lawyer, bureaucrat, teacher, naval.officer, Roman Catholic, agnostic and Bishop; the dynamic theologian who
looks beyond doctrinal orthodoxy."
"I've read through his qua11f.
ications and recommendations
and I feel he should do a tremendous job," McBride stated ..

His
: .............. .
1 :::::".

This Mary's little lamb will lead, not follow,
her to school
Every year Standard Oil provides the funds
for 82 scholarships, right here in the West,
for outstanding Future Farmers of America and
4-H members like the girl in our picture. She
1s raising the ~amb as part of her 4-H project.
We provide this aid to education because,
as specialists in natural resources, we realize
that the greatest natural resource any country
can have is its youth. From their ranks will
emerge the nation's future leaders, and

industrious youngsters deserve all the help
we can give them.
Scholarships, fellowships, refinery tours,
geology trips, and teaching materials are some
of the ways our Company shows its continuing
interest in America'-s young men and women.
Standard Oil is trying to help young people
discover more about themselves .•.
and the world they live in.

Standard Oil Company of California
and its worldwide family of Chevron Companies

- !: .~....,.........., ...--, ......
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BANKING @®CENTER
Across from the Campus

The Chevron Sign of excellence
MEMBER fEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Central Grows
In Financial
Aid Capability
Frank The 'Fring~e'
While oll.sialned bands toyed with an unruly beard,
Frank Erickson spoke softly of public scorn.
"I must have received at Im.st 300 insults this ymr.
Some people have Jeered; others have threatened my
physical h•lth," Frank noted • .
Pausing re1lecUvely, Frank added:
"My wife has tolerated abuse well. We've got a ral
good bind."
Attired in jeans, sandals and leather jacket, he defended
his appearance.
"If I dress like the middle class it suggests I accept
their values. I don't."
·
The gangly, blond art major, a drop-out for two yea.rs
now, explained his rationale for withdrawal.
"I left Central to 'learn from the university of cell
structure,' a concept promoted by Timo~y Leary."
Adding kindling to a cast iron stove, the only heat
source warming his orie-room shanty, Frank reported
his income sources o
"I paint a great deal. My paintings are on display in
.
Seattle and sell from $35 to $50."
During the summer, Frank is employed as a farm la·
borer.
''During the spring and winter months when I'm not working steady it gets kind of toup," Frank added.
Frank proports LSD as a medium to gain enlighten.
ment.
"It puts you face to face with the essence of life,"
he commented.
Frank's philosophy of life is embraced in the teach·
ings of Yoga.
"Yoga suggests that all good ~ngs emanate from
God," he said.
~
According to Frank, the
goal of his religion is "a
union with God.''
•
Frank confessed:
"I ·11aven•t achieved that
union, but I think I'm in the
right groove."
Preparing to consume a de.
llcious rice dish prepared by
his wife, Ard, 33-yEar-old _
Frank, an army veteran, told ·
of attempts to see India.
"Both my wife andlapplied
for painting scholarships to
study in India. I guess we
lost. The competition was
rough, thou@.''
Dinner completed, Frank
returned to a barrage of \m.
finished paintings, his wUe,
a senior at Central, sought
a quick nap, and this reporter
FRANK ERICKSON
left Erickson's wooded re•• in the "groove" ••
treat.

Back in 1958 Central's Finan·
cial Aid Department was alloted
nearly $200,000 to distribute
among needy students. The bat·
tle cry was- "My Lord, what are '
you going to do with all ~hat
moneyl" Today, some eight
years later, well over a mil.
lion dollars passes through
the competent · hands at the fi·
nancial aids office.
Facts and figures reveal sur·
prising totals. During the 1966·
67 college years $1,372,287 .oo
was divided into 4,615 alloc&I"
tions, an incrm.se of $300,000
00 and some 590 more benefit.
ing students over the previous
year. This amounts to 6.1 per ,
cent more students and 21.7 per
cent more cash.
Financial assi~tance possibli·
ties ~e progressing at a
phenomenal pace. Since the pro·
gram's origin in 1958 it has
expanded to now offer Education·
al Opportunity Grants, United
Student Aid Loans, the Work·
Study program, special emergency loans, added greatly to
student employment, and made
considerable strides in advanc·
ing the NDEA loan system. Tak·
1ng the National Defense loans
granted alone, there has been
over 6,000 students graduated
from Central with them. Pres·
ently, about one fourth of this
year's graduating crop is carried by the program.
Estimations for the upcom·
ing 1967-68 term call for a con·
tinuation Of an even more involved system. Better than
and some 500 more benefit.
already astounding cash total
. available and another 500 students will receive aid of some
form or other.
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to buy slacks •••
you have to SEE slacks
So here's a sweeping San Francisco ·scene - of spectacular
Cambridge Classics. Classic Ivy -Styling in the magnificently
casual San Francisco manner. Wide range of rich, action
colors and patterns. Never need pressing. (About $10.) Ask
your favorite store or write for name of store nearest you.
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CACTUS. CASUALS
BOX 2468. SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94080

Po~ition Open
The Campus Crier news editorship is now available. Ex.
perience is desired but · is not
necessary. Any student may
apply and should go see Steve
Miller in the ·Campus Crier
office on the second floor of
the SUB.
The duties include newspaper
writing and layout •
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CampusCrier Spot Ii ghts Op1 ni on
Frank the 'Fringie'
::.

Frank Erickson has become something of an institu.
tion on campus and in Ellenshlrg. He is Central's resident '.fringie'.
Erickson ls the guy with the Christ-image beard and
hair, the much.pitied beauU.ful wife, the ancient beat.up
Ford station wagon, and the devoted collie dog.
Frank is a college drop.out and an aspiring painter.
He makes a living doing bard manual labor.
Frank is a peace-nik in every sense of the word. He
doesn't believe in war or killing. Yet he once served
in the Army. We believe that his pacifism is sincere.
Pity .for Erickson's wife, "Ardy", is lllJounded. The
Ericksons are happy in the reality of their relationship.
They are committed to a 11.fe apart from the material·
tstic values of our society.
We do not subscribe t.o Frank Erickson's concepts of
proper existence, politics, society or reality. We are
committed t.o living within society and the world as it
ts, not as we would like 1t to be.
Stlll, in a world of phonies, we have a good deal of
respect for Frank and Ardith Erickson because they are
genuine.
Frank thinks he gets at least 300 insults in a year.
''Hey, you bearded wierdo." His estimate ls doubtless
conserva. tive.
Frank Erickson 1s looking for God •. ,,I think I'm 1n the
right groove," he says. We wish him luck.

The CWSC Orchestra will pre.
sent their Spring Quarter Con·
cert, May 7, at 8:15 p.m. in
Hertz Recital Hall.
The program will begin with
the overture to "Cosl Fan
Tutte'
by Mozart, then the
Rachmaninoff "Piano Concerto
No. 2." Following is "Symphony
No. 97" by Haydn and "Psyche
et Eros" by Cesar Franck.
The piano concerto will feature two Central students. Adell
Blankenship, a junior from Wen·
atchee, majoring in music edu·
cation will play the first move.
ment. Patsy Thompson, a sopho·
more from Seattle also major·
ing in music education will play
the second movement.
The orchestra is comprised
of. 50 students and is under the
direction of William Fuller, assistant professor of music.

Summing Up.
Twenty.four issues ago we pledged to embark on a search for
'Crier' slgnificance.
We promised to "intensify coverage on campus and to supplement it with periodic rlances outward." Furthermere, we voiced
our intention to "experiment consta11tly" in 'Crier' production.
We believe that we have been sonslstent with these basic
goals.
Moreover, we have attempted to interject a spirit and ldenti·
fiable character into the 'Crier'. We have attempted to produce responsible, constnictiv~ journalism. But we have re
fused to be pressured or awed by institutional sacred cows.
'Crier' Policy has been that of the editors. Advisors have ad·
vised and nothing more. Students at this col_lege have a pree
press.
We promised in-depth coverage of. the many problems that
face our rapidly expanding academic society. Our efforts on
this count have not been what we h~ hoped. our successor has
plans. We hope they work out.
With one recent exception, the "we" in 'Crier' editorials
has been "me." Editorial judgements have been based on in·
terpretatlon at fact in 'newsstories and upon discussions with in·.
divlduals most directly concerned with areas of controversy.
I have taken editorial stances as a matter of conscience. My
fore most goal has been to stimulate thought and discussion.
I am satisfied that the •crier' ls an improved publication.
Reader oplnlon ls difficult to ascertain.
Yet there was a time when 'Crier's were stlll on the stands
three and four days after delivery. Now issues are "sold out"
within four hours.
This, above all else, makes the past year worthwhile to me.
-Paul Hart.
0

- ·From

William Fuller
Direds Spring
Presentation

c;>ther Colleges------

Tenure Attacked
Associated Collegiate Press(ACP) - College education is b1g business and looks tt. says
the University of Kansas "Daily Kansan."·- Its orga.nlza.Uon and
adm1Distration would put General Motorr- t.o shame. Its ma.
chinery-from computers t.o test tubes-is the most modern and
efficient. And the budget 1t requires should make Charles de
Gaulle shudder with envy.
The Kansan continues: And yet for all its stainless splendor, the
American university maintains a system of employing its faculty
that is as old as Gallleo's telescope and as dangerous as Socrates' hemlock.
The system ls called tenure. In its simplest form, 1t means
that after a professor ·bas been employed for several years,
he is granted the privilege of keeping his Job unW he is 65,
or unW senility rots his brain.
The logic behind it involVes one of education's sacrammts,
academic freedom. After all, argues the ._.,el;'Qf~or.lal union,
the American Association of University Professors, U a teacher
has the tenure system behind him, he need not f._r dismissal
merely because an administrator does not like what he teaches.
The argument at first seems credibl&- teachers certainly
should be tree from such shady reprisal.' But in this day and tn
this state, where academic freedom 1s about as radical as social
security, the argument bas become a facade hiding another agel")ld pracllo&ee, featherbedding.

Vietnam? This is very noble,
but it would seem to me that
democracy is .something which
To the editor:
cannot be given to a people. It
Congratulations! I'm · sure
certainly cannot be forced on
you will keep up the tradition
them by guns. That would be un·
of .fine, factual reparting that
democratic in itself.
has made the Campus Crier
Finally, do we view the sit·
what it is today. It is easily
uation as a threat to our democomparable to the "Ellensburg
cracy? Is that why South Viet.
Daily Record" and the "Yak·
nam continues to have a cor·
ima Eagle."
rupt dictatorship? Is that why we
Once again, congratulationst
deny the Vietnamese the fundaBill Weiss
mental tenet of our democracy:
the right to determine one'sown
destiny? Is that why we seem to
·be attempting to determine the
To the editor:
Vietnamese destiny for the
In the editorial "We're tor
Peace,'' you stated that, "The Vietnamese?
If all this exists in the interUnited States cannot afford to
ignore forces that threaten our est of U.S. democracy, then our '
way of life. Threats to demo- government must view our demcracy must be met." Taken as ocracy as the ultimate end in
a generality, I agree. However, the world and every other nawhen placed in the context of tion and non-citizen as but a
means to protect that end. If
the Vietnam war I disagree.
I'm not sure what you mean this ls the case then I must
by "our way of life," .but you conclude that our democracy
probably mean U.S. interests. is immorally maintained.
Raymond J. Walters
But what are the interests that
Off-campus
motivate us in Vietnam? Are
we motivated by strategic in·
terests? If this ls the case then
we certainly picked an unten.
able location to stop "commun· To the editor:
Professor Ericson's letter to
ist expansion." Both North and
South Vietnam are papulated by the Edit.or in the April 28 issue
Vietnamese with similar cul· of the "Campus c'r ter" raises
tures and identities. Any attempt a number of important issues
to make a stable nation-state concerning the function of per.
which can resist ''communist ex. suasion in the democratic
panslon" out of an artificial half· process. I am inclined t.o think
that Dr. Ericson employs the
state is at best a doubtful unterm "rhet.orlc" 1n a somewhat
dertaking.
Do we view it as in our in· euphemistic way.
:J!rofessor Sidney Hook is dedterest to extend democracy to

Weiss Crack

Undeinocratic ·

Defense

teated to the proposition that
in the long run the average
person wlll use intelligence and
reason in making up his mind
on controversial public issues.
One of the major objectives at
the liberal arts college ts to
strengthen democracybyhelping
students become members of
an intel11gent and thoughtful cit.
lzenry.
It would appear to me that an
important function of theSympo.
sium ls to further this program
by presenting an example of the
democratic process in action.
I believe that the use of rhetor.
teal devices at such an occasion
constitutes an appeal to the non.
reason of the audience, and
thereby negates one of the most
valuable educational aspects of
the Symposium. It was a mark
of Dr. Hook's integrity· that he
did not depart from restrained,
intelligent inquiry by engaging in
oratorical arts to win over the
students in the audience.
· I think Professor Ericson's
advice is valuable, but is per.
tinent mainly t.o the activities
o.f the practical politician. Many
practical people take the post.
tion that man ls not a rational
,:.being, but is usually swayed by
feelings of which he is often
not even aware. In order t.o be
an effective leader, they say,
1t ls necessary t.o make use ot. ·
techniques for the mantpulaUon
of the irrational parts of men's
minds.
I cannot deny that there ls
much truth in this viewpoint.
if we are thinking of practical
Continued on Page 5
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~.Insight lnternationa/-----------------

The

8 eh j nd the Greecian Coup

DROP-IN

--------------.__By George Politis_
against the arbitrarinesses of the King. The
misinterpretation of this revolt resulted In the
mllitary coup.
MILITARY TAKES OVER
The new mllitary government said that "it
took over In order to save the country from
a communistic revolution.''
A very bad effect of the rightists is their
narrow-minded belief that "whoever does not
belong to ERE is a communist." So, _automatically, EK ls not distinguished any more
from EDA ( The Greek Communist Party),
which is quite limited (12 per cent).
If we accept EK as a communistic party then
we must also accept that the Danish Government
is also communistic and that in Denmark,
communism and constitutional monarchy coexist perfectly! This comparison ls made be·
cause EK wishes to raise Greece to a level
similar to that of the Scandinavian countries,
through the same means In general, while at
the same time Greece will respect the NATO
alliance.
OPPOSITION APPEARS
The King was afraid. that this program
adopted by EK would result in his dethronement and the makings of a "red Greek nation." So something had to be done, and it
happened just two weeks ago.
The · first sign of oppasition to the mili·
tary coup appeared ten days after the "great
event." It ls obvious that soon the chains that
keep the hands of the Greeks in peace, wlll
turn into flames that will start the blood·
shed-in other words a civil war.

It was not a mWtary ex.
ercise that occurred on
Thursday, APril 20, a few
hours after midnight in
Greece; - it was a military ·

coup.
"In the name of King Con·
stantlne n, you better give
up your
'leftist' ideals,
·Greeks, and succumb peacefully, like sheep, to a mill·
tary rule until you see the
light of true democracy."
That was, In simple words,
_GEORGE
the motto of the army. In
POLITIS
fact, the King had not signed
any declaration for dictatorship • • . He was
sleeping ,in his palace outside Athens, while
the army officers worked for him. Within
three hours the Greek nation was firmly
grasped In the milltary hands. The "anti·
revolution" was successful.
ERE (National Radical Union) and EK (Cen·
ter Union) had reached the extreme of their
dispute (which of them preaches the true
democracy to the Greeks) so that bloodshed
was inevitable in the national elections in May
28, according to the leaders of the coup.
ERE ls the right· wing party which preaches
that Greece should follow closely the advice
of the USA and NATO, and never try to stop
bowing to 'the friendly great pewers' since
we are, sort of, dependent on them.
EK REVOLTS
On the other hand, EK declares that Greece
should stay in NATO, be allies with USA,
but be treated by them AS FRIENDS AND NOT
AS SATELLITES. We must form our own foreign Polley and solve our problems by ourselves'.
Suddenly, in the middle of this dispute two
years ago, came the obvious f avorltism of the
King toward ERE. That made things worse,
since the Greek Constitution says that the King
has not the right to meddle in Politics, or
else he breaks his oath to the nation and to
the Constitution.
·
EK revolted against this favorltlsm, not be·
cause it was jealous, but because this had
happened as if the Greeks were a flock of sleepy
sheep. The revolt was not against the regime
of the country, constitutional monarchy, it was

On Politis
George Politis, a political science major,
·hails from Athens, Greece.
Politis came to America ~ight months
ago because he "preferred our educational
system/'
"Professors in Gre~e tend to be very
dictatorial," Politis said.
He intends to get his B.A. here and ob·
ta.in an M.A. from the University of Wash.
lngton.
·
Twenty.year old Politis has two brothers
living in Athens.

Continued from page 4.
Associate Professor of
Philosophy
politics and not the hopefully
calm and rational climate of an
institution of higher learning.
Turning to the area of public
life, I believe that Professor
Dear Mr. Editor,
Ericson's practical advice gen.
Three cheers and a royal
erates very deep and serious
__salutt for the brave Mr. Mout·
problems concerDtng the reJa.
sa:ntdes. I am ever so happy
tion of man to the state. If
that someone has finally dig..
humans are so highly imper.
covered the easy time a student has here at Central.
fect in their powers of reason
that the consent of the gov.
Attending Central ls nothing
erned must be manipulated, what
but a jolly holiday, we attend
then is the hope for democracy?
class on the average of six·
Does not the use of techniques
teen hours a week if we feel
like it, much less if we don't.
of mass persuasion constitute
an affront to man's dignity as
We live in the finest hotels any
a rational being?
resort could have. We have wall
If every person skilled in emo
to wall carpets, fancy lights,
ploying non-reason is justified
color televisions, stereo sets,
in using this art whenever he
the works. The hotel is even
thinks his opposition ls wrong,
equipped with a swimming pool.
when would there be an appeal
I will admit that the food is
to intelllgent public inquiry?
nothing to write home about, but
Have not selfish power.seekers
it sure puts on the weight and we
throughout history utilized per.
don't have to worry about dying
of malnutrition. On Saturdays
suasion to overcome the forces
of reason and justice?
and Sundays we can meander
Again, there ls no denying the
down to Nicholson and take part
sagacity of Professor Ericson's
In co-recreation, or if we don't
contention that every person feel so energetic we can go and
should be capable of the manly
look at pictures in magazines in
art of self.defense on a verbal
a building that ls supposedly a
library. It we have come here to
level. What I would ask from
him is a clarification ot how
become starry.eyed we have an
rhetoric basically dltfers from
excellent pat-pourri of g6od
Madison Avenue techniques, and films presented every Friday
how the force of non.reason can
and Saturday night.
contribute to the promotion ot
Now, my opponents are going
democracy.
to say, college ls no jolly boll·
William H. Desmonde, PhD. -----day because
much.extra
time
........ so....
..............

CHEERS

~

ls spent on studying out of class.
Name withheld at
writer's request
Munro Hall

Indignant
To the editor:
Your editorial reacting to the
Peace Vigil sponsored by AND
APril 14, claimed that only 30
pe~le were present. At 12:30,
I counted 70 people participating in the Vigil; more joined
in later. In addition, over 250
faculty and students signed a
statement suppartlng the v~n
and testifying to their desire
for peace.
Secondly, I would ask why you
chose to feature Frank Erickson
both on your front page and beside your editorial. I'm sure
you are aware that many of your
readers are prejudiced against
Frank because of his hair and
Frank ~cause his hair and dress
do not conform to the accepted
norms of this community. Why
not feature a picture of any mem.
ber of AND which organized the
Vigil. Unfortunately for your
purpases, none of the members
.ol AND wear beards.
Finally, I would ask you to
make clear to your readers just
in what way the following state.
ments frQJll your editorial apply
to the situatloninVletnam: "The
States cannot afford to
..United
, .,..

.

·bv Dick Trapp ··

Once Upon A ·Time
our

Once upon a time, in a city not ·iinute
on, there Was
a grade school which bad an ambitious admbdatratlon. Their
school was relatively modern, but· steeped in the tradiUon
of great finger painters and sand casUe builders. But they
wanted to become a junior high school.

"Junior high," the pr1ncipal would way, "!»(Ls a nice ring
to it, doesn't it?"
'-'Mmmmm-Hmm~,'' the board members would say, and
sleepily nod their heads.
"I can see it all now," the pr1nc1pal would yell. "Pots.
towne Junior High School. Teachers with Masters degrees,
write.ups in national magazines, more buildings, an athleUc
department •••" and he would drift dreamily off into his
made-up world while the ftnger paints dried up and the sand·
boxes turned to mud.
Then o~e day it happened. Someone dissented.
The principal was off on· one of his tangents when a young
first. year, third grade teacher timidly knocked on his door.
"Mr. Principal, sir,'' the young man said. "I've been ap.
pointed by a group of interested parents and teachers to approach
you concerning the plans for becoming a junior high school."
"Great, isn't it?" cried the principal. "It's almost in the
bag."
"Uh, well sir," said the young man, "the buildings are
all very nice, but they're empty. The athletic department is
fine, but we don't have a team. But worst of all, the library
ls full of Bobsey Twins books, and we don't have any qual.
Wed junior high school teachers."
"Wouldn't it be better just to let the school grow naturally,
and let the junior high status follow as a matter of course?"
"Waddya want to make trouble for, Jones?" the principal
asked. "Don't you like it here? Y'know, I've had my eye on
you for a long time, and I don't like what I see. You're a
trouble-maker, and I doubt if you'll be back next year.''
"Imagine the nerve!" the principal ranted at the next
board meeting. "A first year man stirring up a lot of trouble
like that. Never should have hired an irresponsible like him."
And the school board members mumbled "Irresponsible"
and "Trouble-makers," and nodded sleepily, and voted to can
the lot of them.
But it turned out that Jones and his group of "trouble- .
makers" were right, because .while the principal kept building
bigge~ and better buildings, creating new departments, and
lobbying at the county courthouse, the finger paints dried up,
the sandboxes turned to mud, the the students all transferred
to another school.

ignore forces that threaten our
way of life. Threats to democracy must be met." Since the
Vietnamese have never experienced "our way of life" (except possibly within the vlllage
coundlls which were disbanded
by Diem and Ky), I do not see
how they can be threatend by
the National Liberation Front
or by the North Vletnames.
or by the North Vietnamese.
I
am disturbed by the
"Crier's" apparent reversion to
the "Ellensburg Record" as its
model. Such regression ls indicated by your mlsrepresenta·
tion of the Peace Vlgll, by your
omission of any publicity on the
Vigil before it occurred, by your
ignoring Russell Johnson's
speech (surely a visit to this
campus by a man who has just
been to North and South Viet·
nam, and whose statements have
received attention from the na·
tional media, ls a newsworthy
eventl), and by the similarity
between your editorial on Sym.
posium and the "Record's".

Catherlne Laing
Instructor in English

Corrected
To the Editor:
When your reporter asked my
opinion about the anonymous
sheet which berated afew faculty

members, what I said fe ll in
four main points. He included
only the first two paints and
not the last two.
The first two, quoted fairly
enough, were
1. that the sheet was an expression of a valid student need
to express opinions about instructors, but
2. that 1t should be done in a
more objective fashion.
(these were left out, owing
no doubt to exegencies of space)
3. that if faculty are to be
rated, hen we all should be,
and on the same basis.
4. that students should under ..
stand that even their best, most
careful ratings, while possibly
quite helpful for other students
and somewhat helpful to faculty, are stlll far from the
wh1.>le story and that a faculty
m~1mber's worth to the co:legP
and to his specific profession cai.
ht> judged best oy his colleagu~ s.
The Univer ~ .ty of Washingtor.
critique ff us trates this last
poin~:
itf- E> laborateness still
leav ' S muct: to be' desired from
tt.e ::.tudenf paint of view; the
m:Jt~ r of total worth is, quite
PT'>IW"'ly, not even touched upon.
One t'_ling I did not say about
the sheet when your reparter
called which I should like to:
the use ot a;ionymlty endangers
a rational community.
Charle _:: J. \1(· ca. ~n
D~an c,1
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Hooters
Among the top attractions of tonight's hootenanny is the
PLU folk group, Denny, Dave and Jacko Left to right,
Dave, Denny and Jack began their music careers with
20 minute post-banquet entertainment and have advanced to
two hour college concerts. They developed their show while
attending Pacific Lutheran University.

SGAPlans
'Hootenanny' ·

In Ballroom

,~i\;4'?Jik0.¥iiifitifV&,,
Bar 8-Q-Beef·
Ham-Turkey

on
Specially made

f.rench loaf

Webster's
B~r

8-Q

. Acr-oss From Ad. Building

Joseph Lomuto fromSanFran.
cisco will head the b1lling for
the SGA spansored Hootenanny
tonight, according to Tim Wing,
SGA social vice-president.
Also on the program are Den·
ny, Dave and Jack, a. folksing·
ing trio from Pacific Lutheran
University in Tacoma, and Denny Humfleet and Blll Weiss of

cwsc.
The hootenanny will be held
in the SUB Ballroom from 8:.30·
10:30 p.m. and will cost 25
cents a person. There ls a limit
of 1200 people.
"I suggest that you bring some·
thing to sit on sine~ the hooten.:.
anny will be in the ballroom,,"
Wing commented.

Independent Auto
~
Repair
~TEXACO SERVICE
FOREl(?N AND DOMESTIC
INTRODUCING •••

KAWASAKI 100 Model Dl Superlube
•Top H.P. & Torque For 100 cc
*Wide Power Band Rotary Valve
• Superlube. No fuel Premixing
* Long Life-Absolute Reliability
* Good Acceleration

Experts Speak at Drug Symposium·
By KRIS BUCKNELL
Acting News Editor
Symposium was touched upon
once again, April 27, as four
Washington speakers discussed
and debated drug useo
Dr. U.N. Bhatia, Washington
State University, gave his own
viewpoint on the problem of
drug usage and described its
effects on the body.
Bhatia said that the usual dosage of LSD produces profound
effects and yet ls several thousand times a.smaller dosage than
aspirin.
.CHANGES RESULT
He cited examples of percept.
ual changes in the mind and
stated that LSD users often see
lace-work patterns and ribbons.
An I.SD user may also , see
changes in others such as three
eyes, animal eyebrows, and
beards.
Bhatia stated that a user has
a change in the intensity of life.
He has superior concentration
and is often euphoric, moody,
and liable to carry out impulsive acts.
"LSD will not make you more
creative unless you are creative
to begin with," Bhatia said.
"I can't see where these drugs
add to the advancement of ,
society. LSD and marijauna are
much less superior than the not
so glamorous study and research." Bhatia concluded.
EXCUSE NOT VALID
Dr. Audrey Holliday, University of Washington spokesman
stated "Some studentsprobably
know ~ore about some aspects
of drug taldng than I ever will."
In her opinion the fact . that

try greatly. The problem d.
marijauna is not physically ad·
dictive ls no excuse for its use
alcohol ls twice as much of a
because anything can become ., problem as that of all narcotics
put together," Rieke sa.ld.
psychologically addictive.
She went on to state that we
Rieke _told ~ow many drug
should probably place marijauna
users turn to crime for money
but that these are very sel·
under the harmful drugs law in·
dom crimes of violence.
stead of the nareotics law be·
"Stlll, out of three million
cause in comparison with oth·
er drugs it is relatively harm- . arrests, two million are because
of alcohol," Rieke concluded.
less.
MARIJUANA LEADS
SOCIAL ASPECTS SHOWN
"The reason marljauna leads
Dr. Mansell Pattison, Unlver·
to other drugs is the way it
sity Hospital, spoke on the sois handled. Marijauna smokers
cial aspects of drug use.
are thrown in with the su~class
Pattison said that marijuana
of people who use other drugs,"
ls just a front that people hide
Dr. Holliday stated.
behind. He stated that its use
Holliday said that even in 1957, . ls a "going out of reality."
I.SD was being experimented
He added that relying on a drug
with to see if it was destruct.
helps the user do something
ive.
he normally couldn't do.
"We may not say that 1t d0es
''Drug use lsn 't found only
physical damage but we can't
among the 'hippies', its found in
say it doesn't either," Holli·
any social class,'' Pattison said.
day added.
"People who use LSD are
curious and questing for some.
thing," Holliday concluded.
LEGALITIES NOTED
Dr. Luvern Rieke, University
of Washington, cited the legal
aspects of drug use.
"An addict can Qnly be held
~ble if he possesses or sells
, ·-urugs and not simply because
he's an addict," Rieke stated.
Rieke gave the history of legal
changes in drug laws from the
invention of. the hypodermic
needle, at the time of the Civil
War until the present.
ALCOHOL ALSO PROBLEM
In Rieke's opinion alcohol ls
about the same as a "soft"
drug~
Drugs Add Nothing
"W~ push alcohol in this coun-

.Frostings
are our
Specialty
Com.e in for
a pr.ice you
-. can't afford to miss

Alpine Beauty School
925-9323 -· 113 E. 4th
Now open for enrollments
and services

First
Choice
Of The
Engageables

,.....--~~~~~-----,

FISHER Stereo·
Components
• Guitars
• Accessories.
PLUS

• PIANOS
• ORGANS

LARGE SELECTION
OF SHEET MUSIC

REGISTERED

~psa,k~®

Dorothy McCullough
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DR. AUDREY.HOLLIDAY
um Assaults Body

MU SiC

Third & Pine
925-2671

ORDER
EARLY FOR

DIAMOND

RINGS

They like the- smart styling and
the guaranteed perfect center
diamond ... a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction . Select yours at

MOTHER'S

DAY
MAY 14

AND

PARENTS
WEEKEND
MAY 12-14
For That 1pec1a1 Touch
. Call

925-5558
FREE DELIVERY.

Ellensburg Floral Shop
Downtown.- Location-Next to the ·P ost.Office
3rcl&Pearl

PRICES

FROM

DETAIL .

®

$100.

TO

$5000 .

TRADE · MARK REG.

A.

H.

RINGS

ENLARGED

POND COMPANY ,
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INC .,

SHOW

BEAUTY
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I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engag c-'I Please
ment and Wedding"_and new 12-page full color folder, both for
I only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Boo k.
I Name-----------------~-~
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m .Campus Interviews

1M

'lbe Placement Off:l.ce amJOQnces the following
schedule af interviews for the period May 15 through
May 26 for eU1111entary and secomary schools.
May 15: Fresno City Schools
Fresno California.

May 18: Port Townaend Public Schools,
Port ToWDSend, Wasblngton
May 17: Sequim School District
Sequim, Wasbtngton
May 18: Cosmopolis School Dlat.
Cosmopolls, Wash.
May 23: Federal Way School Dist.
Federal Way, Wash.
May 26: Kelso Public School Dist.
Kelso, Washington
Candidates wishing Interviews should sign· up two
weeks prior to the arrival of the representatives on
campus. Interested candidates should check in the
Placement Office Room 308, Barge Hall, for brochures
and other information.

Hebler Uses New Method
By SHEM·LORD WALA .

Statt Writer
Hebeler Elementary School
(H~), Central's campus school,
this year is experimenting on a
''Vertical Team Teachlng Ap.
proa.ch."
"We mtx up the children ID
a number of ways according to
their particular needs," Roy
Wilson, assistant professor of
. education and a team leader at
H~, said.
GROUPS ARE SMALL
He said the groups are small

enough so that the teacher can
reach each child and help him
indivtdually.
"We are anxious to be more
successful 1n reaching chudren
and giving them individual in.
struction because every child
has his own weaknesses and
needs attention," Wilson added.
To do this, the Hebeler edu·
cators have divided the school
in two big sections which they
call "Primary Vertical" a~d
"Intermediate Vertical." Pri.
mary Vertical includes grades

graders were capable of reading
just as sixth or fifth graders,"
WUson asserted.
He explained that the poorer
TESTS ARE GIVEN
''To 11nd out the needs of._ children 1n ooe subject may be.
each child, we admtnistered good or very good in another
tests 1n subjects like reading subject and so they are reand arithmetic at each vertical grouped accord1ngly.
Apart from the usual group.
level," Wilson said.
ings, the children have a time
He explained that the tests
bring out the deficiencies of. when they are not conftDed to
each child. Then the teachers their achievement teams. This
assemble to consider each child· 1s wflat the Hebeler educators
separately and fit him in a call "SpecJal Project Time.''
group of his abWty.
CHILDREN GO RECREATION
"In effect, this 1s time when
"After findiDg groups of stm.
ilar needs and abWty in each children get what we call rec.
subject, we divide them up 1n reation in groups that do not
smaller teams of between 15 necessarily conform with their
abillty to perform," Wilson
and 18," Wilson said.
The educator said these groups said.
He said all year round the
are not like the regular grades
because the children are mixed children rotate in three groups
during which they spend time
up regardless of their grade
doing craft projects (weaving),
level.
art projects, and creative dra·
GRADE LEVELS IGNORED
"We found out that some sixth mattes.
The Special Project Time
graders reading ability for ex.
ample was no better than the gives a chance to children to
mix freely with those who are
fourth graders, and some fourth
in none of their Vertical Team
groups.
one, two and three, while "In·
termectiate Vertical" comprts..
es grades four, five and six.

'GOING HOME
FOR THE SUMMER?
'FOR MOVING OR
FURNITURE STORAGE
CALLJames L. Thompson

925-2800
Ellensburg Transfer Co.
407 West Fourth Ave.

CHILDREN DEVELOP FRIENDS
''We have seen children of dif.
ferent age level develop friend·
ships which we could not expect
in 'self-contained classrooms.'
that go by grade-levels," wu.
son said.
Wilson is convinced that the
Vertical Team Teaching Ap.
proach will pay dividends.
"We are giving the right lessons to the right children at
the right moment and in the
right place~ u Wilson said.

Denman's Travel to
Iowa for Seminar
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton c. Den.
man, assistant professors of
anthropology, have receivedfac.
ulty fellowships for a general
seminar at Iowa State Univer.
sity of Science and Technology
to study manpower and labor
markets in the United States.
Mrs. Denman said that the
seminar is to provide a bl.ck.
ground for their historicat' study
· of changes in the manpower
situation. The seminar will be
June 12.1a.

Elegant diamond creations in gleaming 14K white or yellow gold. Contemporary as well as. classic styles. Onethird off for a limited time. Here, iust
a few from the collection.
·

· ~fhere 'I.I be 80ID*' !Cr.rely.
fha_nges made,· if a ·wiglet Js.-.:in your spring wardrobe.

:;;;~l~~<~',o, , '>:I; JlZj;
When You Must Keep Alert
When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
• VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

Ca -m~JJas

Bea.utv Pa rl o-r
in the Plaza

-

WHEIE PllDE OF POSSESSION IS PAIT OF YOUI PUICHASE·· ·- - ·

·Band.Box
5th Ave. ·

Vari
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules
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Gang War Vintage Packard Adorns Central Parking Lof
By CHRJSTIE SEEFRIED
Staff Writer
The parking facilities of Cen.
tral Washington State College
(CWSC) accommodate a wide
variety of car makes and moo..
els. Perhaps the most intriguing
auto frequently seen on campus
is a 1942 Packard that looks
like a well kept descendent of
the Chicago gang wars. The
jet black convertible coupe belongs to Richard E. Leina·
weaver, assistant professor of
drama.
Admiringly known by many of
his associates (colleagues and
students) as CWSC's answer to
"Zorba," Leinaweaver pur. ·
chased his four wheeled pride
and joy in Denver, Colorado in
1960.

COVENTIONAL
AnlREWORN
The costume of a Chicago gang.
ster of the 1930's (felt hat,
loud shirt and wide.bright tie),
worn by the driver of this car
would undoubtedly enhance its
possible history. But Leina·
weaver, in conventional attire,
seemed quite excited while re.
la ting the unconventional and
rather dramatic experiences
connected with the purchase of,
in his words, "The Packard.''
"Ellie, my wife, and I were
hurriedly driving a friend . to
the hospital. In our haste, we
spied the car of my dreams

parked in a residential district who expressed his desire to sell ly stated. "I have given it a femlnine names and 'The Packjust two blocks from down town the car.
new paint Job and top," he added.
ard' ls definitely a 'Butch' (mas.
The Leinaweavers are very
The car's black and white ex- culine) car. We have never been
Denver,'' began Leinaweaver.
He told how after seeing the proud of and have been very terior. ls beautifully comple. able to think of a suitable name
car in passing, they got the happy with the white.topped auto mented by its all red interior. for it," he added.
AGE IS SHOWING
'Ibe car has had several sets
friend to the hospital in record that they bought in excellent
time, then began an exhausting condition.
"The Packard, unfortunately,
of three inch white wall tires.
"Of course we treat our 'no. is showing its age by the fact
The odometer of the possible
door to door search for the
name' car as if it were almost that its leather upholstery is survivor of Chicago gangster
owner of the Packard.
human. It never sleeps, I mean, wearing badly," sighed Leina· wars, now registers 79,000
KNOCKING ON DOORS
it never spends a night out of
weaver.
miles. Its most recent long
"While Ellie continued knock·
doors.
Its
orlglna.l
war vintage
"We
have
considered
namlng
trip was the journey to EllensIng on doors, I ran to the side
· straight 8 engine has never been the car, but it seems that ships burg from Michigan (2200 miles)
of a postman who was delivering
mall up the block. I asked lf replaced," Leinaweaver proud. and cars and such are ~ven , during the summer of 1965.
he knew who· owned the shiny
black early.model car. All he
knew was that he had seen it
parked there often," said Leina.
weaver.
"While I was making inquiries
of the postman, Ellle apprehended the car's owner as he
was about to take the wheel,"
he added.
After all the excitement and
heightened hopes, the owner
Sunday's Parade Has Been Cancelled
could not be persuaded to sell.
"I exchanged addresses and
phone numbers with the Packard's owner hoping he would
eventually want to sell," added
Leinaweaver.
THEY RECEIVE CALL
This, "pursuit of the owner of
'that' car," happened during the
Laina.weavers' courtship. Afew
months after their marriage,
they received a call from the
owner of the ''black bomb shell"

THEE

The authentic

HGrubb Shirt''

by
Robert Bruce
Great 'tor after-surf, after-swim
or anytime, the authentic
"Grubb" shirt is handsomely
tailored in machine
washable cotton interlock ...
detailed with smooth-fitting
raglan sleeves, ribbed
crewneck, chest pocket. Smart
surfing colors, sizes
S, M, L, XL. $4 .00 ~

'Black Bomb ·shell'
Richard Leinaweaver; assistant professor of drama, proudly
keeps his Chicago gang war's descendent P d.cka.rd in top
condition. He never allows the "black bomb shell" to
"sleep" out of doors and has given it a new paint job
and top.

The Ro.H ier
Seu lptur-Kut
Technique
Appointments
925-514~

Look at our various suggested hair styles on display. If John Schmitt of the New York Jets can
find time to get his hair styled why not you?

Licari's Bclrber ,S hop
In The Elton Hotel

~I~
~I~

ROBERT BRUCE
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'CatsDefend Relays Title Tonight
-

At 6 p.m. ton1ght Central Washington track men begin their defense ot the Vancouver Relays
Open Division championship in
Vancouver. Seattle Pacific,'
whOm the Wildcats drubbed
earlier this season, and Shore·
Une Junior Collece are expect·
ed to give the Central spikers
their stro~est competition.
Central's crack runntnc ace
are expected to team for record ettorts in the sprint medley,
distance medley · and mile relays. The 1967 m~le relay team
has already gone two seconds UD·
der the current Vancouver
record, set by the 1966 Wildcat
quartet.
SEVEN MARKS SET
Last week at Portland University, the Wildcats swept to a decisive 116-29 win. In the process, Central swept . 15 ol 17
first places and set five meet
and two school records.
Mark Henry broke two Of the
meet records as he clocked a
4: 18.3 mile and followed that with

l

--

a 9:16.4 2-mile. Bob Met7,C8r
added another meet record as he
raced to a 56.3 in the intermediate hurdles.
HAY FLIES ·
In the fastest 440 this year,
or any other, JIM Hay packed
away a meet and school record
by running a 47.4. This mark
represented an improvement by
more than a second ot both the
Central and meet records.
And in what bad to be the most
dramatic race of the season thus
far, Bart Barto led Jim Boora
most ot the way in the 880 only
to be nipped at the t31>9 by the
Central record ~older. Both run·
ners came in under the · old
Wildcat record-Boora in1:50.9
and Barto in 1:51.2.
Sprinter Dennis Esser returned to form this week as he
took the 100 and 220 in 9.9
and 22.1 respectively. John
Beard, Joe Evans, and Steve
Shireman added sufficient ef·
forts for Wildcat sweeps of their
events.

YOUR COLLEGE.

Bookstore

·FILLER PAPER SALE
8~

x 11 ( 800 sheet count)

Plain and Ruled

•

x 6 (400 sheet count)
Plain and Ruled
9~

11)$

ANOTHER SERVICE
AVAILABLE NOW

VAULTER CLEARS 14-4

I

In the field events, Dick Clint·

worth cleared a new personal
hich ot 14-4 in . the pole vault
wblle Lonnie Franz and BobSanto returned to their wlnnini
ways. Franz won the discus
with 147-2lh effort wblle Santo was winning the shot put with
a 51·8 heave.
Elsewhere, Fred Andrew con·
tinued bis winning javelin antics
with an 205-4 toss. Wayne Worby was a close second at 202-'
2. Joe Evans took time out from
the sprints to place in the triple
long jumps. And Ron Smithwick won the long jump and
placed secooo in the high jump.
The next home meet tor the
Wildcat track machine will be
May 13 when the Portland State
University Vikings come to town.
The Viks from the Rose City
would like nothing 'better than to
knock off the undefeated Central
squad, and have the potential
to do it.
'~

aoo

Sultan Of Swat
Lee Day is set to stride into a lllve Klovdahl fastball
during batting practice this week at the Wildcat diamond.
Day, the lea.ding bitter for the 'Cats will be counted on to
provide some needed mtting punch when league.lea.ding
Whitworth comes to town tomorrow for an E~o doubleheader. Behind the plate is Chuck Basteyns.
(PhotO by Pete Edlund)

Central Nine Test Pirates Here
'Wbitworth's Pirates are next · bases for the Savages with no
for the Central Washington diao
one out~ Roger Peterson, pinch
mondment tomorrow morning
hitting tor Eastern hurler Mick·
here at 11 a.m., and a sweep
ey Hanneman, drilled a sharp
al Saturday's doubleheader is
single to left to plate .Stacy and
Phelps.
vital if the 'Cats are to keep
After an unassisted double play
their title hopes flickering.
The Wildcat nine dropped a
by shortstop Kim Hammons,
3·1 · verdict to Eastern WashGary Glasgow camethrougbwith
ington last Saturday in the first
a base knock scoring CarlJones,
game of a twin bill. The second
who bad run for Peterson.
game was postponed due to rain
Central had broken the score· and wet grounds.
less deadlock in the fifth when With the loss, the 'Cats fell
Jack Miller tripled to deep rjght
to 4-3 in Evergreen CQnterence
field and came across on Dave
play and 5-8 for the year.
Benedict's base hit.
That set the stage tor EasRALLY WINS IT
tern's winning rally.
A three run burst in the vis!·
Righthander Ed Aylward was
·t or's half ol the seventh innlne
the victim of the seventh inn·
proved the difference last week·
tng u:Prlsing, and was tagged with
end. Singles by Ken Stacy and
the loss. He was solved for 11
Chuck Phelps followed by a bunt
bits. Dave Benedict finished the
: . single by Glen Hagy loaded the
mound chores in the seventh.

Special Prices
To All Graduates
Performance or economy

·Coming
Soon
The Economy Car

.o pen, 7:30-J~Monday thru Friday
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday

Model C Ford
Cortina
1t·e 1leher Motor -c-o.•
·6th . & Pearl

Phone 925-1408
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STAnS SUNDAY
3 BIG DAYS
MAY 7-8-9 Wonderful Adult Entertainmert

PHll mnr- ~ct /)

d ,\Jrsu\a Andress

ocrifbs '~:,vq1" Belman o SEAll8''

. "'TO ...

Record-Breaking Track men

.EASTMANCOLOR
PLUS THIS GREAT co~FEATURE
Best Foreign Fi Im & Academy Award Nomination
"DEAR JOHN"
Don't Miss It

Jim Hay (left) and JimBooraaretwo~ the major reasons Central Washington State College's
track team has yet to taste defeat this season. Hay, the amazing freshman star from Hoquian,
set a new Wildcatrecordlnthe440when he blazed around the oval 1n 47.4 seconds. Boora, the
nationally• rated 880 ace, set a new standard at that distance with a 1:50.9 clocking last
weekend at Portland.
(Photos by Crair Markham)

P. E. Department
Adds New Coach

Frederick comes to Wildcat
country with a store house of
knowledge. He has previously
coached high school football at
Thorp, Waitsburg, and Central
Kitsap. Frederick will take over
the varsity baseball chores now
held by Dean Nicholson in ad·
dition to assisting Tom Parry
with the grid chores in the fall.
"We're very pleased to add
Gary Frederick to our staff. He
is an outstanding individual and
will be a definite asset to our
physical education program,"
remarked athletic director A.
L. Beamer.

----•PLUS _____

·=~~•••>': .

·:·.. :.:·:=:. :··;:':<::;:::·
Special Group ! Prices
Contact Liberty Theatre
For Further Information

A former football great at Cen·
tral Washington State College
wlll return to his alma mater
this fall as head baseball coach
and assistant football mentor.
Gary Frederick, an All-Conference center-linebacker for
the Wildcats in the middle
Fifties, will join the Central
Washington physical education
staff in September.

IN

A delightful Russian cartoon featurette!

~IF~'s

1-A!oAY

Math students, does your MA - ME = -$?
If your Monthly Expenditures exceed your Monthly Allowance,
then an NB of C Special Checking account may be the answer
to the problem! Agreat way to organize your budget. No need to
carry excess cash. Learn how convenient and effective it is to
have your own personal checking account!

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

N

TUE. & WED.
$1 .50 CARLOAD

BARGAIN NIGHT
IT'S HORROR SHOW TIME

Biotr

r"'-'

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
'_ JACK REITSCH, Manager, Ellensburg Branch, 5_th _and Pearl

shapes the world
of wheels
JOHNSON'S .
SALES & SERVICE
WE SERVICE ALL MAKES
410 N. MAIN - 925-8271
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Weekend Schedule
PARENTS'WEEKENt>1967PROGRAM

Friday, May 12
6:00-10:00 p.m.
8:00·11:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

. REGJSTRATION
ObservatQry Open in Science Building
SGA Speaker: Bishop James Albert
Pike
All-ColleKe Play: "Tiny Allee"
Campus Movie: "The Guns of Navarone''

Saturday, May 13
9:00 a..m.-2:00 p.m. REGJSTRATION
8:30-11:30 a.m.
Student-Parent Brunch
1:00 p.m.
Track MeetwithPortlandStateCollege
1:00-3:00 p.m.
Miss SWeecy ·P ageant
6:00 p.m.
Parents' Weekend 1967 Banquet
8:00-11:00 p.m.
Observatory Open in Science Building
8:00 p.m.
Entertainment: Pozo Seco Singers &
The Pair Extraordinaire
8:00 p.m.
All-College Play: "Tiny Allee;;
8:30 p.m.
Campus Movie: "'I11e Great Escape"
9:30·12:00 p.m.
Coronation Ball
Sunday, May 14
Morning

HAPPY MOTllER'S DAYI
Ellensburg Churches welcome Students and Parents
Open House and Receptions in the Cam·
1:00-3:00 p.m.
pus Residence Hall
Co-Rec: Family Recreation
2:00-5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
campus Movie: "'Mle Great Escape"
5:00 p.m.
Campus Movie: "The Guns al Navarone"
Your name tag certifies your registration and wm ad·
mit you to the above events.

Thefts Plague Dining Halls
Providing salt for popcorn,
sugar for cakes, and pepper
for "I don't know what, u is
another service Commons and
Holmes Dining Halls begrudging.
ly provide for .students, accord.
Ing to Ray Ayers, director of
1ood serviceso
"Commons china, silverware,

THE.
FABRIC SHOP
Everything · for

your sewing

needs.

41-2 ~.Pine

962-2204

and glasses help some newly. ·
weds and off.campus students
set up housekeeping, I'm sure.
If we checked some apartments,
we'd probably find a lot of our
china," Ayers commented.
"This year we use lndividua.l
servings of sugar, salt, and
pepper. We couldn't keep sugar
bowls or saltandpepper shakers
on the tables," he saido
The food services lose over
$10,000 worth of silverware,
gJasses, and china each year.
Last year Commons and Holmes
lost 1472 pieces of silverware,
or one piece for every two stu.
dents.
About the same amount of
china and glassware is lost tooP
but nearly ha1f of it is broken
and thrown away, Ayers re.
marked.

A& ·w
Drive In

Students Meet
For Debate On
·'Black Power'
The legitimacy of "Black Pow.
er" is the t~pic for this year's
American Issues Dehl.ta Tourria.ment to be held at the Grupe
Conference Center this week.
end.
The proposition to be detu.ted
is, resolved: that Black Power is
a legitimate movement for the
achievement of equal rights and
opportunity for ille Negro.
This topic was selected by
Professor Day of San Francisco
State College and Professor
Boileau of Central.
The debate schedule is Fri.
day, registration 3 p.m. and .

announcements at 3:40 Porn.;
round I will be at 4 p.m.; and
round II at5:30. Saturday, round
III will begin at 10 a .m. and
round IV at 11:30 a.m. Round
V will be at 2 p.m. and the gen.
eral evaluation session will be
at 3:15 p.m. The awards will
be given at 3:45 p.mo
'
The _American Issues Debate
proposition is selected because
of its relevance to current na.
tional problems, and because of.
its relevance to the liberal edu·
cation of the student contestants.
Jon M. Ericson, tournament di·
rector, says that the topic is
to encourage careful analysis of
opposing arguments, rather than
matching evidence.
Professor Donald Boileau, of
the department of speech said
that we will have six teams
from Centralo
"The best round Saturday will
be at two o'clock" Boileau said.
Colleges w111 come from as
far away as Pepperdlne College
of Los Angeles:-

Drama Department

Re.shows ''Zoo'' Play
This year's Symposium Play,
"The Zoo Story" will be presented again tomorrow night for
those who missed the first showings. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
in McConnell Auditorium. The
play is presented free by the
Department Of Speech and Drama.

Sunday Social
/ These members of Elwood Manor limber up their cranking
arms in preparation for their annual faculty ice-cream
social The ice-cream social will be held Sundayafternoon
at Elwood for all Central faculty members. Besides the
ample supply ofice cream that wlll be on hand, the members
will also serve .coffee and cookies • .
0

CAT-A-LOG

Pike Heads Activities List
BISHOP'S PROGRESS
SGA will present Bishop Pike
in Nicholson Pav111on in con·
nectlon with Parents Week-end.
He will speak at 8 p.m. on May
12th.
WEEKEND FLICKS
"B111y Lair" and "Nothing
but the Best" will be the campus movies to be shown Fri·
day and Saturday nights at 8: 30
p.m. in Hertz.
LUAU TOMORROW
May 6th brings the ~ waiian
·Luau and Bazaar. Tickets are
being sold for $3.
SENIOR RECITALS
Two senior recitals will be
presented this week. The first of
these on May 9 w111 feature Sam
Berger, tenor and Pat Frhlzer,
piano. Doµg Sorenson will perform on the 11th. Both of these
recitals begin at 8: 15 p.mo in
Hertz Recital Hall.

GREEN SPEAKS
Raphael Green will be speak.
1ng
in Hertz Recital Hall at
7:30 p.m. on May a. His topic
of speech will be "Russia vs
China." This will be sp0nsored by the SGA.
ANSCHELL PRESENTED
On May 9 the Political Science
Department will present Cleve.
land Anschell from 8-10 p.m.
in the Grupe Conference Center.
TINY ALICE BEGINS
The Spring Play, "Tiny
Allee," starring Diane Jackson
as Alice, begins at 8 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium. It will
run May 9-13.
ORCHESTRA PERFORMS
There wm be an orchestra
concert at 8: 15 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall on May 7 o It will
be directed by Charles Fuller P
associate professor of music.

-------------------------------------------~~

Summer's newest
silndal

9th & Euclid

Free
12-inch Pi.z.za each
night to the room ordering
the highest total sales.

----"'"' bf

Buskens
Buskensexposesthetoes
and covers the heels ...
in a wide range of
two-toned leathers.

·special ·
Now494
Teen Bugers Reg.

654

MEN'S SANDALS

$2.95 $5.45 $5.95

Delivery Service
5:30 p.m.-Midnight 7 days ci week
Anywhere within city limits .
Phone

925-986l

$5.95

OTHE~ STYLES

$3.95 TO $7.45

MUNDY'S family Shoe Store ·
"Shoes for the Entire Fami I "

